Dendritic cells transduced with recombinant adenoviruses induce more efficient anti-tumor immunity than dendritic cells pulsed with peptide.
Transduction with recombinant, replication-defective adenovirus (AdV) vectors encoding a transgene is an efficient method for gene transfer into murine or human dendritic cells (DC). We previously reported that human dendritic cells transduced with recombinant adenovirus encoding the CEA gene (AdVCEA) can effectively induce antigen-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) in vitro. In this study, the efficacy of vaccination using AdVCEA-transduced DC was compared with peptide-pulsed DC in terms of the antigen-specific CTL activity and anti-tumor immunity to MC38/CEA2 in a murine tumor model. AdVCEA-transduced DC increased antigen-specific T-cell proliferation, augmented the number of IFN-gamma secreting T-cells and induced potent CEA-specific CTL capable of lysing target cells pulsed with CEA peptide, as well as MC38/CEA2 expressing CEA, compared to peptide-pulsed DC. Moreover, vaccination of mice with AdVCEA-transduced DC induced a potent protective and therapeutic anti-tumor immunity to MC38/CEA2 in a subcutaneous model. These data suggest that AdVCEA-transduced DC appears to be superior to peptide-pulsed DC for the induction of anti-tumor immunity against tumor cells; this occurs through augmentation of the antigen-specific CTL response and may be used as an efficient DC-based tumor vaccine applicable to clinical care.